Land management in forest and grasslands:
How much can we intensify?
26 October 2020
iDiv) and Prof Eric Allan (University of Bern) now
present the very first assessment of the
simultaneous effects of land-use intensity on
biodiversity, ecosystem functions, and services.
A new approach to investigate shifts in the
ecosystem
The researchers investigated how these
interactions vary with land-use intensity. They
analyzed data from 300 German grasslands and
forests, varying in land-use intensity, and borrowed
approaches from network analysis to characterize
the overall relationships between biodiversity,
ecosystem functions and services.
Extensive grassland site in Hainich, Germany. Low
intensity management grasslands maintain strong
synergies between specialized species and functions
and supply a more distinct set of ecosystem services
than high intensity grasslands. Credit: Michael
Bonkowski

Intensive land-use reduces beneficial effects of
biodiversity on ecosystem services. This is the
main result of a study led by the Helmholtz Centre
for Environmental Research (UFZ), the German
Centre for Integrative Biodiversity Research (iDiv)
and the University of Bern. It assessed the effects
of land management on the links between
biodiversity, ecosystem functions and ecosystem
services, identified thresholds of management
intensity, most important species groups for driving
services, and the ecosystem services at risk.

"We already knew that land use affects biodiversity
and ecosystem functioning," says the lead author of
the paper Dr. Felipe-Lucia, senior scientist at UFZ
and iDiv. "But we knew very little about how landuse intensity simultaneously alters the relationships
between diversities, functions and services. By
understanding these relationships, we can
anticipate how future changes in land use will affect
ecosystems and human wellbeing."
We cannot intensify without limits: varied
landscapes are the key
The study demonstrates that low intensity farming
and forestry can provide material benefits (fodder,
timber), while preserving biodiversity. In contrast,
high intensity practices increase material benefits
but reduce biodiversity and the benefits people
derive from it.

Ecosystem services are crucial for human wellbeing and they depend on a well-functioning
ecosystem and complex interactions among many
organisms. However, human activities are resulting
in biodiversity loss and changes to ecosystems,
which threatens the supply of key services. An
international team of 32 scientists, from 22
institutions, led by Dr. Maria Felipe-Lucia (UFZ,
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functioning-service relationships and lead to a less
integrated system with fewer positive relations
between services," points out Allan. "Diverse low
intensity systems can provide different sets of
services and a varied landscape could therefore be
the key to solve conflicting land uses and provide a
wider range of services while preserving
biodiversity."
"We also identified the level of management
intensity that disrupts the normal functioning of the
landscape, that is, when the ecosystem becomes
more dependent on human inputs (such as
fertilizer) for its functioning," says Felipe-Lucia.
The new analyses can help to detect the loss of
correlations between biodiversity and ecosystem
services, which could be taken as an early warning
signal of ecosystem change. "Our approach
provides a new and comprehensive view of
ecosystem functioning and can identify the key
ecosystem attributes to monitor in order to prevent
critical shifts in ecosystems," says Allan. "It can
"With increasing land-use intensity we are losing
also be applied to analyze the effects of other
specialized relationships," Felipe-Lucia concludes. global changes such as climate change."
"This is comparable to shopping either in a lowquality mega-store or in a specialized boutique."
More information: María R. Felipe-Lucia et al,
Similar to specialized boutiques, where it is
Land-use intensity alters networks between
necessary to visit many different of them to get the biodiversity, ecosystem functions, and services,
best items, low land-use intensity grasslands and Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
forests are specialized in a particular set of
(2020). DOI: 10.1073/pnas.2016210117
biodiversity, functions and associated services.
High land-use intensity landscapes are comparable
to mega-stores where all kinds of goods can be
found at one place, but of lower quality.
Provided by German Centre for Integrative
In high land-use intensity grasslands, forage quality and
biomass are strongly favored, at the expense of other
functions and services and multi-trophic diversity. Credit:
Pete Manning

"As in any city, it is ok to have a couple of megastores, but we cannot neglect the smaller highquality boutiques either. In our landscapes, we
need to maintain pockets of low land-use intensity
to provide these specialized gifts," explains Allan,
senior athour of the paper.
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From ecosystem functioning to humandependent landscapes
In healthy ecosystems, more species usually
means higher levels of ecosystem services for
people and therefore better human wellbeing.
"Intensification tends to homogenize biodiversity-
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